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Who we are

twobrains GmbH develops high-performance, tailor-made software solutions for multiple international 

companies in the industrial field. We use modern technologies from the visualization and real-time industry 

interdisciplinary – for the long-term benefit of our customers.

We are looking for an experienced

Software Developer C# 
with a strong passion for design and implementation
of compact, robust and technically elegant solutions.

Your responsibilities

While developing Windows applications, you are involved into the entire life cycle of our projects: From 

understanding the customer‘s initial challenge to proposing different approaches, gathering the related 

requirements, developing prototypes to the final implementation. Your talent helps us to realize sophisticated, 

stable, and high-performance products.

A goal oriented, pro-active, and self-motivated way of working is essential for our team.

What you need for this position

 x 3 or more years of experience as developer in  

at least one professional environment

 x Strong programming skills in C#/.NET

 x Experience with WPF/XAML

 x A strong passion for clean coding and  

creative thinking

 x Solid practice in the German or English language, 

making yourself understood verbally and written

Beneficial knowledge

 x Experience with C/C++ programming

 x Understanding the concepts of Multithreaded 

software architecture

What you can expect from us

 x A young, well-rehearsed team with a lot of  

know-how and a passion for our work

 x We prefer a lean hierarchy and transparent 

communication

 x Versatile, varied projects and a word in them

 x Insights into different types of industries

 x A workplace with the latest hard- and software

 x Support to grow through trainings and the  

courage to fail and improve

 x FUN

 x We pay a competitive salary

If you want to learn, create and grow with us, join us today.  

Send your resume to michael@twobrains.com.


